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EDGERTON EAGLES

EAGLES
Act Responsibly
Give Respect
Listen Attentively
Encourage others
Safety First

EAGLES

BATHROOM RULES:
Use indoor voice
Flush toilet and wash hands
Respect privacy
Wait your turn
Avoid hanging out
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School Mascots

Everything is customized with YOUR school mascot.
Each mascot has its own clipart set.
If you don’t see your mascot below, just let us know, and we’ll be glad to create it, and add it to our image library.
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Control the mascot... control the child.

How it works...

It’s human nature to act consistently with one’s self-image. A person can fight it, but it’s gravitational pull eventually wins. This phenomenon presents an incredible opportunity for educators to reach students and influence their behavior.

The instant a child says “I am a tiger,” a part of their self-image is altered. They become a member of the tiger community. They have tiger friends. They aspire to enjoy all the benefits of being socially successful within the group. The emotional incentives are very powerful.

Self-identification with a mascot makes it the perfect tool for building an engaging culture. Tiger rules are more readily embraced and adopted. Positive behavior examples, when visually demonstrated by the tiger, are more apt to be imitated, learned and repeated.

Take control of your mascot and put him to work as a behavioral role model, and the foundation of your new culture!
Standard Clipart Set

Great for yearbooks, t-shirts & all types of projects. Custom illustrations available upon request.
Behavior Clipart Set

Great for reinforcing PBIS programs! Custom illustrations available upon request.
Matrix Posters & Banners

Make your PBIS matrix posters visually engaging with a variety of colorful backgrounds.

Each is customized with your PBIS theme and features your mascot demonstrating your targeted behavior expectations.
We customize rule posters with YOUR mascot, school name, colors and your PBIS rules.

Choose from three sizes:

- Large, 48” x 36” for the cafeteria, library or gymnasium
- Medium, 36” x 24” for hallways
- Small, 24” x 18” for classrooms
High quality vinyl banners at an affordable price.

- Custom designed
- Sharp, crisp colors
- Grommets & hems
- Pole pockets
- Any size, up to 18 feet by 10 feet
Pledge Posters and Forever Calendars

Use a pledge poster to remind students of the core values of your PBIS program.

- Customized with your pledge, PBIS theme and mascot
- Available in a variety of sizes
- Available as poster or banner

Use a Forever Calendars to keep your PBIS message fresh. Use a dry erase marker to change the mascot message, and mark special events on the calendar.

- Laminated for dry erase markers
- Available in a variety of sizes
Rewards & Recognition

Gotcha Rewards
Use this template (pdf) to print your own Gotcha Rewards.
- Size: 8.5” x 11”
- Can be customized with:
  - School name
  - PBIS theme
  - Cut-off tracking slip

Save valuable time spent photo-copying and cutting by ordering bulk quantities in full color.

Photo Recognition Boards
Print your own using the pdf template. Laminate them so you can use dry erase markers to write the student’s name and grade in.
- Size is 8.5” x 11”.
- Accomodates 4” x 6” photo

Student of the Month Board
Comes printed and laminated.
- Poster size 24” x 36”
- Accomodates an 8” x 10” photo
Street Signs

Have these plastic street signs customized with your mascot, PBIS themes, and virtually anything you want!

Helps build a sense of community.

- 26 signs in a set
- Fully customized
- Features your mascot
- 24” x 6” plastic (1/4” thick)
- Adhere with double-sided tape or adhesive of your choice.
T-Shirts & Apparel

Great prices on top quality t-shirts.

Silk-screened with eye-popping colors that last over time and repeated washings.

- Custom designs
- Large selection of styles, colors & fabrics
- Top brand quality
- Economically priced

If you’ve ever bought silkscreened t-shirts, you know getting the art right can be tricky. It must be vector art, with spot colors. Trapping can be an issue. Do you need to count white as a color? And if so, how do you set the art up to do that? Arrrg!

Let us take the hassle out of the process for you. We’ll design whatever you want, get it printed, and ship it directly to your doorstep. Easy-breezy!
These activity sheets are black and white versions of your Rules Posters. They come without the rules, so you can use them for lessons, and have students write the rules in place.
It’s a Great Day to be an Eagle!

It was Eddie’s first day in school, and while eating lunch in the cafeteria, he saw a girl named Emma drop her tray, and “Ka-blash!” Her lunch spilled everywhere. Rather than get upset, Emma said, “Well, this is a great day to be an eagle!” and began to pick up the mess. A boy named Earl stepped in to help. She smiled, and said “Thanks!”

Later, while playing at recess, Eddie saw Emma trip and skin her knee. He could tell it hurt, but was surprised by Emma’s reaction. After brushing a tear from her cheek, she said, “This is a great day to be an eagle.” Then a girl named Elaine came up to her and said, “You should get a bandaid on that. Let’s go to the nurse’s office.” Emma smiled and said, “Thanks!”

On the bus ride home, Eddie’s backpack unzipped, and everything fell out. This time Emma stepped in to help pick things up, and as she did, she said, “This a great day to be an eagle!” Eddie responded, “I’ve heard you say that twice today - both times when something bad happened. Why do you say “This is a great day to be an eagle?”

Emma replied, “Here at (school name), we are all eagles. We have eagle friends, and we all care about each other, and help each other. It’s the eagle way. So no matter what happens, I know I have friends who care, and will help me. That makes every day a great day to be an eagle. Welcome to our school. Isn’t it a great day to be an eagle?”

This story is a good example of how a mascot-centric culture can be used to create a positive learning environment. Feel free to share this story, and customize it with a different mascot.